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ATALIAN ever more committed to CSR
ATALIAN is awarded an EcoVadis Gold Medal for its subsidiary EPPSI.
Acquisition of DPS, a company specialised in professional insertion through
Economic activities.
Having previously been awarded an EcoVadis Silver medal, ATALIAN has just been
awarded an EcoVadis Gold medal for the entire scope of activities of its subsidiary EPPSI –
a subsidiary specialised in cleaning and operates in transport networks, specifically for two
French clients: the SNCF and RATP.
In line with its CSR strategy, ATALIAN also just acquired a company called DPS (Dialogue
Partenaires Services). DPS, which was founded in 1992 by people who come from the
Social Economy sector, is a company that fosters professional insertion through economic
activity. DPS assists people who are isolated from the professional world, in their
endeavours to return to employment, by giving them a job in the cleaning sector.
DPS is a sub-contractor company to large corporations such as RATP and SNCF (bus and
metro cleaning, TGV carriages…).
Since 1993, more than 5500 employees have benefited from this professional insertion plan.
In 2015, the company registered a dynamic outgoing rate of almost 58.2%, along with a
training and employment solution.
CSR is a real vector of performance for ATALIAN and a genuine added value at the service
of clients. As a reminder, ATALIAN is signatory to the UN Global Compact and the Diversity
Charter.

About ATALIAN:
With a turnover of more than 1.8 billion euros (forecast 2016), more than 90 000 employees (of which
50 000 employees in France, 10 000 in the United States and 30 000 in the rest of the world) and a
presence in 27countries, ATALIAN is an independent leader of services outsourced to companies.
ATALIAN boasts more than 25 000 clients in both the private and public sectors. Its offer revolves
around a number of key service lines: Cleaning, Security, Technical Maintenance and Facility
Management, Front of house, Landscaping, Finishing Works and Energy Management.
To find out more: www.atalian.com Join us on www.linkedin.com/company/atalian
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